Avro
High Availability, Cloud Based netZcore Avro is ITC Systems’ latest platform for delivering
secure, unlimited account based commerce solutions. netZcore Avro simplifies transaction
management and user credentials across campus, local merchants, and other closed
environments for a total end to end cashless solution.

FUNCTIONALITY
netZcore Avro is the most advanced Cloud Based transaction commerce engine for campuses of all sizes. This
powerful software as a service now integrates on and offsite terminals using the secure Avro Transaction Handler
(ATH), allowing customers to leverage their existing investment in a wide variety of terminals.

Benefits

Applications

Cashless ID Card solution

Universities

Food Service, dining and Meal Plans

Colleges

POS solution for other on-site services

K-12

Vending and laundry solution

Private School

Attendance, parking and access control

Government Offices

Online account management

Military Bases

Outstanding reporting functionality

Corporations

ITC Systems’ netZcore Avro

Simplifies transaction management and user credentials
across campus, local merchants, and other closed
environments for a total end to end cashless solution.

netZcore Avro secures all data, including data at rest. With netZcore ATH, all transactions from terminals and point of sale (POS)
systems are secured and aggregated in the cloud and delivered to the netZcore Avro engine for processing. This new platform
allows for the tightening of restrictions at the firewall level.

netZcore Avro offers seamless access to account based funds and facilitates purchases in over the counter Point of Sale (POS)
and Unattended Point of Sale (UPOS) locations.

netZcore Avro allows applications and account options for each individual profile group and user. These options include
meal plans, vending, copy/ print services, laundry services, parking, retail purchases, remote value loading and more.

netZore Avro delivers unparalleled cost savings by managing the entire system in the cloud. Coupled with our per user /
per year pricing model, the total cost of ownership is greatly reduced. Smaller sites that could not justify on site servers
now can take advantage of the powerful netZcore platform at an affordable rate. Larger multi-site implementations can
now leverage user credentials system wide.

netZcore Avro offers the highest SLA for cloud-based services. Coupled with geographically redundant data storage, rest
assured your data is secure and always available.

Your ITC Systems’ consultant will help you choose the perfect
commerce solution for your institution’s needs and work with you
to customize your system to meet those needs.

For more information, please contact sales@itcsystems.com
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